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Assessment of sedation level for endoscopic retrograde

cholangiopancreatography - a prospective validation study

Abstract

Background and aims: There is no consensus on how to assess the depth of sedation for

Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). This study was carried out in order to

evaluate different methods of assessment of depth of sedation: Bispectral Index (BiS), modified

Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale (mRASS), modified Ramsay Sedation Scale, (mRSS) and

modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation (mOAAS) and their applicability to

clinical practice.

Methods: 200 patients were recruited. Sedation was given by standard clinical practice using

propofol sedation or patient controlled sedation. Sedation was assessed on all patients using the

above-mentioned methods. BiS was considered the reference point for sedation scales. Cronbach’s

alpha was calculated to determine the consistency of different scales in respect to each other and

prediction probability and Spearman correlation coefficients of sedation scales were calculated to

show the relationship between sedation scales and BiS.

Results: All scales showed high reliability with overall Cronbach’s alpha was 0.943. Dropping

scales suggested better consistency between mOAAS, mRSS and mRASS than with BiS. Spearman

correlation and prediction probability showed similar results with all tested scales: mOAAS (0.695,

0.739), mRSS (0.673, 0.735), mRASS (0.683, 0.738), P< .01 for all scales



Conclusions: All tested methods were found to be reliable in the assessment of the depth of

sedation when compared with each other. However, mRASS, mRSS, mOAAS require the patient to

respond to verbal or tactile stimulus, which may impair execution of ERCP, whereas BiS

information is collected directly from electroencephalogram and thus may be preferable in clinical

setting.
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Introduction and Background

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is a technically challenging endoscopic

procedure that usually requires moderate to deep sedation in order to be successful due to

substantial procedural discomfort and pain (1-3).  Currently there is no consensus on how the level

of sedation should be measured during ERCP.

Bispectral index (BiS) monitoring is an electroencephalogram (EEG) based-method which analyzes

the EEG signal with an algorithm that produces a simple index score that was developed to assess

the depth of general anesthesia, but has also been used to monitor the depth of sedation. BiS has

been used in studies on ERCP sedation with some success (4-7).  Other methods of assessing the

depth of sedation for ERCP have also been used in studies, such as the Richmond

Agitation/Sedation Scale (RASS)(8), a modified Ramsay Sedation Scale (mRSS)(9) and modified

Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation (mOAAS)(4, 6). These are all assessed by clinical

evaluation and by verbal, tactile or painful stimuli. Also, these scales are designed to be used in

intensive care units and may not be ideal for use during procedural sedation. This study was

performed in order to evaluate the usefulness and practicality of the aforementioned methods of

assessing the depth of sedation during ERCP.



Methods

This study was approved by the institutional Ethics Committee of Helsinki University Central

Hospital (Ethics Committee, Department of Surgery, Biomedicum Helsinki 2 C, Tukholmankatu 8

C, PL 705, 00029 HUS, Finland. DNRO 336/13/03/02/2012) on December 12th, 2012. The study

was registered on clinicaltrials.gov, identifier NCT01747733.

All adult patients coming to an ERCP procedure were eligible for this study. 200 patients were

recruited for this study after written consent. Exclusion criteria were refusal to participate and

incapability of giving informed consent.

This study was conducted in the endoscopic unit of Meilahti Hospital, a tertiary university clinic,

where over 1200 ERCP procedures are performed annually. The first patient entered the study

December 11th, 2013 and the last patient January 19th, 2016.

Sedation was given by standard clinical practice using one of three methods. Patient controlled

sedation (PCS), which was administered via a syringe-driver with a self-administration unit

(Syramed μSP6000; Arcomed AG, Regensdorf, Switzerland) was first. The syringe was prepared

with propofol and alfentanil to achieve the following concentrations: propofol 8mg/ml and

alfentanil 0.06mg/ml. A patient could take a 1 ml dose of this solution when needed, no lock-out

time or dose-limit was programmed. A second technique was the same PCS device operated by the

anesthesiologist. The third option was anesthesiologist administered sedation (AAS) with propofol

administered as infusion and boluses when needed. Additional doses of opioids, alfentanil or

fentanyl were used when deemed necessary by the anesthesiologist. Patients using PCS were

allowed to have an initial dose of fentanyl 0,25-0,5μg i.v. in the beginning of the procedure. If the

patient was not able to use PCS successfully, the anesthesiologist continued administering sedation

either via PCS device or propofol sedation according to clinical judgment (PCS+AAS).



The following data of each patient was registered in a prospective manner: age, weight, height,

American Society of Anesthesiology physical status classification (ASA), duration of the procedure,

sedation details (PCS, PCS solution administered by the anesthesiologist, propofol sedation,

consumption of sedative medication). Heart rate, rate of breathing, end tidal CO2 and peripheral

oxygen saturation (SpO2) and non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP) was recorded before, at 5 min

intervals during and at the end of the procedure. Hypotension was defined as systolic blood pressure

< 90 mmHg and hypoxemia was defined as SpO2 < 90%. The level of sedation was assessed using

RASS, mRSS, mOAAS and Bis before, at 5-minute intervals during and at the end of the

procedure. Use of other medications and possible adverse effects due to sedation were recorded.

The different sedation scales used are shown in Table 1.The satisfaction of the endoscopist to the

sedation (ease of inserting the endoscope, patient co-operation (low number when lightly sedated

(optimally), high when deeply sedated by definition), gagging, coughing, belching, distracting

movement by the patient using a 4 step scale from none to plenty and difficulty of the procedure by

The Schutz scale(10)) and patient satisfaction (a seven step scale from highly dissatisfied to highly

satisfied) were recorded. BiS was considered the reference point for sedation scales because it is an

objective figure whereas the other scales are subjective assessments of sedation level.

The results are reported as medians and interquartile ranges (median [IQR]) or number of patients

and percentages. The prediction probability PK(11) and a Spearman correlation coefficient were

calculated to show the relationship between the different sedation scales and BiS. For calculation of

PK, BiS was categorized, <50 in one group, and >50 values at 10 score steps up to 100 (five

groups). Cronbach's alpha was calculated to determine the consistency of different sedation scales

in respect to each other. Multilevel ROC-curves were used to illustrate the specificity and sensitivity

of different sedation scales in relation to BiS. BiS was divided into 3 categories: light sedation



BiS>85, moderate sedation Bis 65-85, deep sedation BiS<65. Correlation between sedation sacles

and endoscopist or patient satisfaction was calculated using Spearman’s rho. Since the order of

scales are different, the Ramsay score was analyzed in reverse order to have scales in the same

order i.e. lower end values mean deep sedation.  Statistical calculations were generated using IBM

SPSS Statistics 24 (International Business Machines Corporation, Endicott, NY, USA), Medcalc

Statistical software v 17.6 (Ostend, Belgium) and R v 3.3.2 (12) with pROC package(13).



Results

Of the 200 patients 134 received propofol sedation, with one patient receiving only boluses, the

remaining patients were sedated with a propofol infusion and boluses. Three patients in the propofol

sedation group were also given small doses of ketamine (5-25mg I.v.). PCS was attempted 48 times.

PCS was successful 39 times and the anesthesiologist had to intervene 9 times. Overall success rate

of PCS was 81,3%. Demographics and drug consumption of the patients as well as endoscopist and

patient satisfaction are shown in table 2.

There were no sedation related adverse effects with patients using PCS successfully. One patient

had a short bout of hypoxemia which was corrected by verbal command for the patient to breathe in

the PCS+AAS group. In the propofol sedation group there was one case of hypoxemia which was

corrected by a nasopharyngeal tube. In the propofol sedation group there was also 15 cases of

hypotension, three of which required intervention and received vasopressors (ephedrine,

phenylephrine) and one patient with concomitant bradycardia who received glycopyrronium in

addition to phenylephrine.

The Cronbach’s alpha was calculated among different sedation scales to measure internal

consistency.  The overall Cronbach’s alpha was 0.943, suggesting excellent consistency between the

scales. Dropping sedation scales one by one suggested that mOAAS, mRSS and RASS might give

more consistent results in between them than with Bis, Table 3.

Prediction probability PK and Spearman correlation coefficient of the sedation scales compared to

BiS are shown in Table 4. Both prediction probabilities and Spearman correlation coefficients are

relatively similar in different sedation scales. PK is the probability that the sedation scale can

correctly predict the order of arbitrary pair of distinct observed sedation depths.



Multilevel ROC-curves for mRSS, mOAAS and RASS are shown in figures 1-3 respectively.

Combined multi AUC values and normal AUC values for pairwise comparisons of sedation depths

for evaluation performance of mRSS, mOAAS and RASS scales predicting sedation levels are

shown in Table 5. Deep sedation was best separated from light sedation by any scale studied. The

values in between sedation scales are relatively similar.

There was a weak, but statistically significant correlation between sedation scales used and both

endoscopist and patient satisfaction. Correlations are shown in Table 6.



Discussion

Monitoring of sedated patients is increased in importance as the level of sedation is deepened. There

are several guidelines regarding monitoring of patients undergoing endoscopic procedures(14, 15).

there is also considerable variability in clinical practice of monitoring sedated patients undergoing

endoscopic procedures(16). However, there is not a clear consensus nor guidelines on how the level

of sedation should be monitored, even though it is mentioned that the level of consciousness and

discomfort should be monitored in some fashion.

In a recent review article(17) it was noted that depth of anesthesia monitoring devices were

impacting titration of sedation and could be useful in reducing the amount of sedatives given to

patients at least when said devices were used by clinicians familiar with such technology. It was not

within the scope of the study to influence the sedation given to patients, the focus of it being the

comparison of different methods of evaluating the level of sedation. However, the results of our

study may enable this positive effect on patient care as accurate evaluation of the depth of sedation

is of great clinical importance in optimizing patient comfort, limiting over sedation and enabling

expedient patient flow in the endoscopy theater.

 The sedation scales employed in this study are all widely used, both clinically and in clinical

studies.  In a relatively recent systematic review article by Robinson et al (18) the reliability and

validity of sedation scales in clinical use in ICU setting was evaluated using predetermined

psychometric assessment of current scientific research. Each of the sedation scales used our

research was evaluated in the review article and all were found to be clinically relevant, RASS was

evaluated as having very good published psychometric results, RSS rated moderate and mOAAS



rated as very low published resuls. All sedation scales we studied were found to be reliable in the

assessment of the depth of sedation for ERCP when compared with each other. This is not that

surprising, considering the fact that the criteria used to assess them are very similar. There is

however one problem using these scales during a procedure like ERCP. Determining the depth of

sedation requires the patient to respond to a verbal command or tactile stimulus. This may impair

the smooth execution of the procedure, since the patient may be adequately sedated before asking to

respond, but then experiences arousal and doesn't conform to the procedure as well as before

without additional sedatives. This may guide the clinician towards the use of BiS and other such

devices such as EntropyTM (19) and NarcotrendTM (20), which use EEG and eliminate the need to

rouse the patient. Patient and endoscopist satisfaction was generally very high regardless of the

method of sedation used. There was a weak correlation with satisfaction and sedation scales. This is

to be expected, since deeper sedation will enable better working environment for the endoscopist

and cause analgesia and amnesia for the patient and thus alleviate discomfort during the procedure.

A problem of sedating patients for ERCP is the exceedingly varied need for sedation between

patients. Some patients, although admittedly very few, need practically no sedation in order to

endure the procedure while others require such a deep sedation that it is all but general anesthesia.

Having a reliable method of evaluating the depth of sedation that doesn't interfere with the

procedure is important to gauge the administration of sedatives in order not to over sedate patients

and thus impede the patient flow in the endoscopy unit. While the sedation scales used in this study

were all congruent with each other, and showed a good correlation with BiS, their clinical

usefulness may be limited in procedural sedation due to the invasive nature of their determination.

There are some limitations to this study. Being a single center study, the applicability of this study

to other clinics with different methods of sedation and clinical practice may be limited. However,

the scales used have been widely used in different ICU settings and in the case of BiS operating



theaters worldwide. Therefore, the methods and findings should be generally applicable. Also, the

desired level or method of sedation was not determined beforehand but was decided by the

anesthesiologist on a case to case basis by clinical experience. Because of this, we cannot give a

threshold level of sedation to aim for when sedating patients for ERCP, which also was beyond the

scope of this study. Monitoring patients sedated for endoscopy cannot be limited just for sedation.

When addressing monitoring, hemodynamic and respiratory parameters need even closer attention

than depth of sedation. There are several new methods available, such as transcutaneous CO₂-

monitoring(21) and The Integrated Pulmonary Index® (IPI), a mathematically-determined factor

based on parameters of capnography and pulse oximetry, which may be used in the detection of

impaired respiratory function(22). While the other issues of monitoring are important and

worthwhile, we were not looking for a holistic method of monitoring ERCP patients, but focused on

depth of sedation, a field we feel is somewhat neglected in this setting in current research.

In conclusion, mOAAS, mRSS and RASS were all found to be highly congruent with each other

and slightly less so with BiS, but in clinical practice EEG-derived monitors are more useful in the

clinical setting of ERCP sedation.
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Table 1 Sedation Scales used in this study

Modified Observer Assessment of
Alertness/sedation Scale
Sedation score

Clinical response

1 No response to painful stimulus
2 Responds to panful stimulus only
3 Responds to loud speech
4 Lethargic response to speech
5 Awake, responds to speech readily

Modified Ramsay Sedation Scale
sedation score

0 Paralyzed, unable to evaluate
1 Anxious, agitated, restless

2 Co-operative, oriented, calm
3 Lightly sedated, reacts to speech

4 Moderately sedated, reacts to tactile stimulus to forehead
5 Deeply sedated, responds to pain

6 Deeply sedated, no pain response
Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale
Sedation score

-5 Unarousable, no response to voice, physical stimulation or
pain

-4 Deep sedation, responds only to pain (such as bile duct
dilatation)

-3 Moderate sedation, responds to physical stimulation (such as
shaking, manipulation of the gastroscope)

-2 Light sedation, responds to repeated loud voice, eyes open
<10 seconds

-1 drowsy, not fully alert, but has sustained awakening
(eye-opening/eye contact) to voice (>10 seconds)

0 Alert and calm

1 Restless, anxious but movements not aggressive, vigorous

2 Agitated, frequent non-purposeful movement, fights the
procedure

3 very agitated, pulls or removes catheters; aggressive

4 Combative, violent, immediate danger to staff





Table 2. Demographics, drug consumption, endoscopist and patient satisfaction

PCS
n=39

PCS + AAS  n=9 PCS solution
administered
by
anesthesiolo
gist
n=18

AAS
n=133

Duration; minutes 
(IQR)

23(12) 20 (10) 30 (27) 24 (19)

age; years(IQR) 49 (20) 56 (17) 65 (25) 58(27)
ASA class (%) I: 2 (5.1)

II: 29 (74.4)
III:5 (12.8)
IV: 3 (7.7)

I: 0 (0)
II: 5 (55.6)
III:4 (44.4)
IV: 0 (0)

I: 0 (0)
II: 6 (33.3)
III: 9 (50.0)
IV: 3 (16.7)

I: 8 (6.0)
II: 46 (34.6)
III:50 (37.6)
IV: 29 (21.8)

BMI kg/m2 (IQR) 25.0 (4.0) 24.2 (8.5) 22.6 (7,2) 25.0 (5.0)
Male/female 26/13 06.02.16 12/8 77/56
drug consumption:
Dosage of propofol; 
mg (IQR)

162 (76) 224 (112) 212 (184) 326 (237)

alfentanil

Number of times used
(in addition to PCS
solution)

- - - 7

Dosage; mg (IQR) - - - 0.5 (0)
total Alfentanil dosage
mg (IQR)

1.2 (0.51) 1.5 (0.78) 1.59 (1.39) 0.5 (0)

Fentanyl
number of times used 23 5 1 132
dosage; mg (IQR) 0.05 (0) 0.05 (0) 0.05 (0) 0.05 (0.05)

Ketamine
Number of  times used - - - 3
dosage; mg (IQR) - - - 20 (10)

Satisfaction
endoscopist 7 (3) 12 (2) 7.5 (4) 9 (2)
patient 7 (0) 7 (1) 7 (0.75) 7 (1)

PCS = Patient Controlled Sedation, PCS + AAS = Patient controlled Sedation and Anesthesiologist
Administered Sedation, AAS= Anesthesiologist Administered Sedation, IQR = Inter Quartile
Range, ASA class = American Society of Anesthesiology physical status classification, BMI = Body
Mass Index



Table 3. Cronbach's alpha, including BiS, mOAAS, mRSS, RASS

Scores included Cronbach's alpha
(lower 95% CI)

Change to all scores included

BiS, mOAAS, mRSS, RASS 0.943 (0.938)

mOAAS, mRSS, RASS 0.9745 (0.970) 0.03174
BiS, mRSS, RASS 0.9406 -0.03645
BiS, mOAAS, RASS 0.9114 -0.0314
BiS, mOAAS, mRSS 0.9018 -0.04094

BiS=Bispectral Index, mOAAS=modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation, mRSS=
modified Ramsay Sedation Scale (in reverse order), RASS= Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale



Table 4. Prediction probability PK and Spearman correlation coefficients

PK SE p Spearman SE P
mOAAS 0.739 0.01 <.01 0.695 0.016 <.01
mRSS 0.735 0.01 <.01 0.673 0.017 <.01
RASS 0.738 0.01 <.01 0.683 0.017 <.01

mOAAS=modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation, mRSS= modified Ramsay
Sedation Scale (in reverse order), RASS= Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale, SE=standard error



Table 5. Multilevel AUCs for evaluating performance of different scoring systems to predict
sedation level.

mRSS mOAAS RASS
95% CI 95% CI 95% CI

 Comparison AUC lower upper AUC lower upper AUC lower upper
Deep sedation vs light sedation 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.98
Moderate sedation vs light sedation 0.80 0.76 0.84 0.80 0.75 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.85
Deep sedation vs moderate sedation 0.77 0.75 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.80
Multilevel AUC 0.85 0.85 0.85

mOAAS=modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation, mRSS= modified Ramsay
Sedation Scale(in reverse order), RASS= Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale



Table 6, Correlation between sedation sacles and endoscopist or patient satisfaction
mRSS mOAAS RASS BiS

Edoscopist satisfaction -0.183 -0.178 -0.167 -0.140
Patient satistaction 0.104 0.091 0.090 0.020
Spearman's rho correlation coefficient, p<0.05, except between BIS and patient satisfaction.
mOAAS=modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation, mRSS=
modified Ramsay Sedation Scale (in reverse order), RASS= Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale,
BiS=Bispectral Index. Satisfaction scales: endoscopist lower is better, and patient lower is worse.



 

Figure 1 Multilevel ROC for modified Ramsay Sedation Scale.
Multilevel ROC curve for modified Ramsay Scale (mRSS, in reverse order) in relation to Bispectral 
Index (Bis). BiS was divided into 3 categories: light sedation BiS>85, moderate sedation Bis 65-85, 
deep sedation BiS<65, Multilevel AUC for mRSS is 0.845. 



Figure 2 Multilevel ROC modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation Scale.
Multilevel ROC curve for modified Observer Assessment of Alertness and Sedation Scale 
(mOAAS) in relation to Bispectral Index (Bis). BiS was divided into 3 categories: light sedation 
BiS>85, moderate sedation Bis 65-85, deep sedation BiS<65, Multilevel AUC for mOAAS is 0.846.



Figure 3. Multilevel ROC for Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale.
Multilevel ROC curve for Richmond Agitation/Sedation Scale (RASS) in relation to Bispectral 
Index (Bis). BiS was divided into 3 categories: light sedation BiS>85, moderate sedation Bis 65-85, 
deep sedation BiS<65, Multilevel AUC for RASS is 0.849.-


